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SOUL-SKIN EROTISM - ??  BODY

FRÜBEL J. C. The Psychology of Clothes

International Psychoanalytical Library No. 18

1930

199 clothes as sublimation
204 more satisfaction in women

1. color
2. variety
3. liberty of choice
4. lightness
5. adaptability
6. more frequently adapting
7. greater freedom of movement
8. cleanliness
9. exclusive right of exposure
10. convenience
11. no confinement
12. travelling
13. psychic value of above

1. Nervousness

2. The auto-erotic elements of skin and muscle eroticism which underlie the rebellious type of clothes mentality. This last element is not necessarily connected with any homosexual tendency or lack of virility, except perhaps (4) in so far as a relatively strong skin eroticism (relate, that is, to genital eroticism) tends to produce a general distribution of kinds resembling the more diffused

3. In men's campery (207)
sexuality of women; and (b) that relatively weak genital sexuality can provide the individual concerned with relatively small enjoyment, phallic symbolism to compensate for the loss of pleasure from cutaneous and muscular sources.

4. The fact that nonconformity in clothes tends naturally to express nonconformity in social and political thought.

Factors against fear of non-conformity — actual punishment — modern tailoring — women: (not so)